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The Tricomi problem for the generalized Tricomi equation 
Lu = K(z) &.o + u,, = f, (1) 
where K(z) is a monotone increasing function of z which vanishes for 
z = 0, has been treated previously by various authors (see [I], [2], [3], [4], 
PI)* 
The object of this paper is to examine a more general class of mixed 
equations which occur, for example, in plane compressible flows with an 
aligned magnetic field. In this case, unlike ordinary compressible flow, 
there exists the possibility of three types of transition from elliptic to hyper- 
bolic. The question then arises: Does there exist a two-dimensional channel 
flow in which all three changes take place ? To solve this problem, one first 
tries to find related boundary value problems which are properly posed 
in the hodograph plane. The simplest of these is an extension of the Tricomi 
problem described here. For a detailed description of this physical situation 
see Seebass [6]. 
We shall consider equations of the type (1) where K(z) is monotone 
increasing for negative z, monotone decreasing for positive z, and K(1) = 
K(-1) = 0. We shall assume that K(z) has continuous third derivatives 
and that K’(-1) > 0 and K’(- 1) < 0. The simplest example of such a 
function K is the function K(z) = 1 - x2. 
We shall solve a boundai-y value problem for this equation in the domain 
G = G, v G, u G, shown in Fig. 1, where r, , r, , rs , r, are charac- 
teristics of the operator L, and y1 and yz are smooth curves which coincide 
with the “normal curves” of Tricomi (see [I]) in some small neighborhood 
of the points A, , B, , A- , B- . The function 11(x, z) will be called a solution 
of the Tricomi problem in G if Lu = f in G, with f Hijlder continuous of 
* Prepared under the auspices of the National Science Foundation grant GP-4079. 
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FIG. 1 
some order, II vanishes on r, , I’, , yi , and yz , and u and its first partial 
derivatives are Holder continuous in the interior of G. 
The main result is a Fredholm alternative which we state as 
THEOREM 1. Either there exists a unique solution to the Tricotni problem 
in G or the homogeneous problem has non-trivial solutions. 
It is worth noting that under certain hypotheses on the function K(X) 
uniqueness holds. It follows from the maximum principle for elliptic equations 
that any solution of the homogeneous equation in G2 which vanishes on 
3/r and yz assumes its maximum on one of the parabolic straight lines and, 
at that point, its outward pointing normal derivative is greater than or 
equal to zero. Assuming that K(z) satisfies the conditions of the Agmon, 
Nirenberg, Protter maximum principle (see [7J) in the two hyperbolic 
domains, we know, on the other hand, that any solution of the hyperbolic 
problem which vanishes on a characteristic assumes its maximum on the 
parabolic line and has there a strictly positive normal derivative with respect 
to the hyperbolic domain. It follows that, under these assumptions on K(Z), 
the homogeneous problem has only the trivial solution. For K(z) = 1 - .z2 
the maximum principle holds in G1 and Gs if the vertical height of these 
characteristic triangles is not too large. 
I 
Let W(G) be the Banach space of functions defined on G which are 
Holder continuous with exponent 01,-o < CY < ‘1. Let V+=(G) be the Banach 
space of functions which together with their first partial derivatives belong 
to Q=(G). 
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We describe the method of proof of Theorem 1. Assuming there is a 
unique solution u(x, z) of the boundary value problem described above, 
denote its value on the x-axis by p)(x) = u(x, 0). The object is to obtain 
a functional relation for v in the form of a Fredholm alternative. 
We set G, = G,+ u G,- where Gi’-is -the part of G, lying above the 
x-axis and Gs- the part below. Lsing the results of Gellerstedt and Protter 
(see [2] and [J]) one may then determine solutions u+(x, z) and u-(x, z) of 
the two boundary value -problems corresponding to the two domains 
D, = G,+ u G, and D- = G,- v G3 . 1 The& solutions will, of course, 
depend upon the function v(x). in fact, using the techniques of potential 
theory, one obtains a representation for u+ and u- in the domains D, and D- , 
respectively. \_. 
Since the representation described above becomes singular on the x-axis, 
it is not reasonable to attempt to solve an integral equation for v there. 
Instead, we consider the values of u+ and u- on two intermediate lines 
z=fc,whereO<Ic(<l.Ontheselines 
u+(x, 4 = T+P, +f+(x, 4 
u-(x, -c) = T-9, + f-(x, -c), 
(A) 
where T+ and T- are certain integral operators and f+ and f- are inhomo- 
geneous terms not depending on (p. 
Let M be the domain bounded by the straight lines z = fc and the 
curves ya and ys . In M, u(x, x) satisfies the uniformly elliptic equation, 
Lu = f and, on the boundary of M, we have 
on y1 and y2 
on s=c 
on z = -c. 
Set u(x, x) = # + w where y5 is a solution of the homogeneous equation, 
w is a solution of the inhomogeneous equation, and the boundary conditions 
on i3M are: 
$ = T+cp on z = c 
I 
0 on K ad y2 
T-cp on x = -c 
on y1 and ys 
CO= on 2=c 
on x=-c. 
t It is necessary here to assume that uniqueness holds for each of these..pmblems. 
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If we set $(x, 0) = ST, we obtain the following functional relation on 
the x-axis: 
(1 - S) Q = w(x, 0). (2) 
The operator S is clearly linear. To establish the theorem, we must 
obtain the representation (A) and then show that S is a compact operator 
on some sufficiently smooth Holder class. For this purpose, we prove two 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. i-jpE% l+& or some a, 0 < OL < 1, theta, on the lines x = fc, f 
urt = T+v + f& . The functions T*v, f* belong to ‘W+e for any p, 0 < /3 < 1, 
and the operators T& are continuous mappings of Wfa into W+e, for any /3. 
We note that the smoothness properties of u* on the lines s = fc are 
a simple consequence of general elliptic theory. However, in the derivation 
of (A) these properties will automatically appear. 
Consider the boundary value problem Lv = g in M with v given on aM. 
Suppose that g is Holder continuous in M of some order, and that the 
boundary values of v belong to V i+B for any 8, 0 < p < 1, on each smooth 
segment of aM. Then 
LEMMA 2. There is a unique solution, v(x, z), of the boundary value 
problem described above, which is twice continuously dz&renti~le i? the interior 
of M, and belongs to W+v in the closure of M. The H&&r exponent y depends 
only on the shape of M, and the twrm~ of v in Vpl+v depend continuously on 
the boundary data. 
It follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 that the functions ,+4(x, z) and 
w(x, z) belong to gl+v(@. In particular, on the x-axis &I = I@, 0) belongs 
to Vl+v for v E 59+=. Furthermore, S is a continuous mapping of %P+= into 
Vlfv. Therefore, S is compact on %? l+a for OL < y, and under the assumption 
that uniqueness holds we may write 
9, = (1 - S)-‘w. (3) 
Since Sv and w are twice continuously differentiable in the interior of M, 
it follows that v is twice continuously differentiable except possibly at the 
endpoints of the interval. 
Having obtained the representation (3) for p, it is now possible to solve 
the original problem. Knowing v, one-inay determine the solutions U+ and 
U- in D, and D- . We claim that -the solution .u of the Tricomi problem in 
G is the function 
505!414-10 
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The only point which must be verified is the differentiability of U(X, z) 
across the x-axis. To demonstrate this, let 
in the domain M, with q5, w and M as defined above. (The existence of ti 
is a consequence of Lemma 2.) 
From the choice of q~ we see that li is a solution of Lu = f which agrees with 
u+ on aG,+ and with u- on 6G,-. From the maximum principle zi = U, in 
?%a~ and P = u- in G-. Since ii has continuous second derivatives across the 
x-axis, the functions u+ and U- must, together with second derivatives, agree 
across the x-axis. 
In fact, the above argument shows that the solution U(X, z) has Holder 
continuous first derivatives everywhere in the closure of G with the exception 
of the parabolic points A, , A- , B, , B- where it exhibits the characteristic 
Tricomi singularity; that is, the normal derivative of u may become infinite 
of some order less than one. 
Lemma 2 is a consequence of elliptic theory and shall not be proved here. 
A more general version of it may be found in [8]. 
II 
We first investigate the Green’s function for the Tricomi equation 
YKm + %I = 0 (4) 
in the domain D’ shown in Fig. 2. Let C be the piecewise smooth curve 
consisting of i-r , ra and the line y = y,, . Assign the counter-clockwise 
orientation to C and assume C to be given in parametric form by x = x(t), 
y = y(t), with B = (x(O), y(O)), B’ = Mh), r(h)), A’ = (X(&J, r(Q) and 
A = (x(l), y(1)). C is to coincide with the normal curve in some small 
neighborhood of the points A and B. 
Y = Yo 
y=o 
FIG. 2 
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The Green’s function G([, 7, x, y) for Eq. (4) is defined as a symmetric 
solution of Eq. (4) in the variables (5,~) and (x, y) which has a logarithmic 
singularity at & = X, r] = y but is otherwise regular in the elliptic half-plane, 
y > 0. For (x, y) E D', G satisfies the following boundary conditions for 
(t,q)on aD': 
G=O on C 
aG 
- = 0 for y = 0. 
an 
09 
These are the appropriate homogeneous boundary conditions for the 
Tricomi equation in an elliptic domain containing part of the parabolic 
line as boundary. 
The existence of the Green’s function has been demonstrated by 
Gellerstedt (see [2]) for domains in which the curve C has a continuously 
turning tangent and his proof may be directly extended to the case where C 
has a finite number of corners. 
We shall need to know the following facts shown by Gellerstedt about 
the Green’s function: 
G(x, 0, 4,~) = 0(1(x - 6)” + b3 I-(1/6)--c) for any E > 0 
as t-fx, r)+O. 
G(x, Y, 5‘) 4 = O(l log y I>, y = ((x - 5)’ + (y - r1)2)“2, Y > 0, 
as 5-+X,?-+Y. 
Define the operator A,[ l ] along any curve: y = y(t), x = x(t), by 
A,[*] =yg--g;. 
For (f(s), v(s)) and (x(t), y(t)) on the curve C, 
4G(@),~(t), I(s), 71(41 = O(l ogr I) as s--t t 
and has a jump discontinuity at A’ and B'. 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
We remark that along any straight line parallel to the x-axis, A,[ l ] 
represents normal differentiation. 
The results of this section and Green’s formula enable us to represent 
any solution of Eq. (4) in D' as 
I 
1 - 7-M), 71(t)) 4WW, 4th ~3 r>l dt (9) 
0 
where A = (a, 0) and B = (b, 0). 
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In the future we will refer to the first integral on the right as I1(x, y) and 
the second as 1&, y). 
III 
Next, we derive the representation described above for the functions 
II+ and u- . 
Let y1 = yi+ u yi- and ya = ya+ u ys- where + denotes the parts of 
these curves lying above the x-axis and - that below. Suppose that the 
x-axis intersects y1 at x = a’ and ya at x = b’ and let I = [a’, b’]. Let d(x) 
belong to V+“(I) for some given a: and suppose Aa’) = db’) = 0. 
We seek solutions of the boundary value problems: 
Luh =f in D* 
with 
Since -each of the above problems is identical, we restrict our attention 
to u-. If we set 
u-(x, 4 = (&)lp 4% Y> 
dz y l/8 
& = K(z) f-1 
withy(-1) = 0 and y(0) = y,, > 0 
we obtain a new boundary value problem for the function w(x, y) in the 
domain D = D’ u D” shown in Fig. 3, where r’ and P are the charac- 
teristics of the Tricomi equation and TV and ~a are the images of yl- and 
Ys-. A’ B’ Y ‘Y. 
4 0’ T2 
A 
G 
B y=o 
D” 
r’ I-” 
FIG. 3 
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In D the function o(x, y) is a solution of 
JG = yqm -t v,, - C(Y) v = F(&Y) (10) 
where c(y) and F(x, y) are bounded. The boundary conditions for v are: 
v = 0 on or, ~a and r’ 
0(x, yo) = cop(x) for a’ ,< x d b’ 
where c,, = (K(O)/y,#‘“. 
The existence of the solution D(X, y) has been shown by Protter (see [3]). 
Therefore, we need only concern ourselves with a formula for zi(x, y) in 
terms of Q on some line, y = const. lying in D’. For this purpose we decom- 
pose 0 as a sum of functions: 
+,Y) = Q, Y) + V&,Y) + V,(&Y) + 4&Y)- 
Using (9), where U(x, y) is the solution of the Tricomi equation in D’ which 
agrees with w(x, y) on C and has the same normal derivative on the x-axis, 
We remark that ~v/&z(~, 0) has been shown, by Protter, to be a solution 
of a certain Volterra integral equation considered by Tricomi (see [Z]). 
Obviously, ZJW/&Z(~, 0) depends linearly on v, and the results of Tricomi 
show that if v E Vr+~, then &/Zz([, 0) is a continuous function except at 
A and B where it becomes infinite of some order less than one. 
The functions w, VI, and V, satisfy the homogeneous boundary condition 
(B) and they are solutions, respectively, of 
ew = F(x, y) 
J% = c(Y)4 
D, = c(y)&. 
We shall make use of the following remarks concerning solutions ~(x, y) 
of Eq. (10) in D’ which satisfy the boundary conditions (B): 
(a) If & = 0, then ~1 = 0. 
(b) A?& = g implies that p is a solution of the integral equation 
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where G is the Green’s function for the Tricomi equation in D’. (Remark (a) 
follows from a theorem of Agmon, Nirenberg, and Protter in [I].) Rewriting 
(11) as 
(1 + VP = 4GY) (11’) 
it is clear from the behavior of the Green’s function that the integral 
operator T behaves exactly as a logarithmic potential in any subdomain 
D” of D’ which does not include the x-axis. From (a) the homogeneous 
problem has only the trivial solution. Therefore, on any line in D’, say, 
y = yr , with 0 < yr < y0 , we have a unique solution of (11’) belonging 
toW’6forany/3,0 <p < 1. 
We next determine the functions VI and Vs as potentials on some inter- 
mediate line, y = y1 , 0 < yr < y,, . For this purpose we seek functions 
m(t, x, y) and n(t, x, y) such that 
w, y) = J'p, g (t, 0) n(t, x, y) dt 
f,‘dx, Y) = j:’ cov (4 m(t, x, Y) dt. 
1 
Substituting these expressions into (1 l), one sees that m and n must be 
solutions of: 
(1 + T) n(t, x, y) = jj c(q) W, 0, 5,~) G(t, r), xv Y> dt 4 = ii+, X,Y> 
D’ (12) 
(1 -t T) m& GY> = jj C(77) g (t, Yo , 671) G(t, % X,Y) dt dT = gak x,Y) 
D’ (13) 
with T as defined in (11’). 
For fixed t, T is a compact operator on W+S(D”). Furthermore, if m and 
n depend continuously on t, then Tm and Tn depend continuously on t. 
We shall show 
(i) gl(t, x, y) and gz(t, x, y) are Holder continuously differentiable in 
xandyfor0 <y <y,,withanyexponent&O </3 < 1. 
(ii) gl(t, x, y) and gz(t, x, y) are continuous in t if 0 < y < y0 . 
For the moment let us assume (i) and (ii) hold. Making use of (a) and 
the above remarks, we may solve a Fredholm alternative for m and ti. On 
any line y = yr in D’, 0 < yr < y. , m(t, x, y) and n(t, x, y) are continuous 
functions of t and Holder continuously differentiable in x of all orders, 
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Proof of (ii). Fix the point (x, y) in D'. Let D' = 0; U 0; , where 
77 < +y in 0; and 7 > $y in 0; . Setting 
it is clear that the second integral in this expression is a continuous function 
of t. Let 
12 = (t - f)” + 7j2 
C, = ((6, q)l(t - 6)’ + q2 < S}, for some small positive 6. 
There is a ‘Zm function x8(r), 0 < x < 1, which vanishes for Y < 612 and 
is equal to one for r > 6. 
Consider the sequence of functions 
Clearly, for fixed (x, y) not belonging to 0; , vg is a continuous function 
oft. Furthermore, vg converges uniformly in t as 6 tends to zero. This may be 
seen as follows: 
/ v8 - jj c(~) G(t, 7, x, y) G(t, 0, E, v> de dq ( d K j j I G(t, 0, t, 7) dt d?. 
I 4 CL3 
We now make use of the estimate (6) for G. Since 
I@ - 5)” + q2 p2 < c I@ - 5)” + th3 I, 
where c is some constant, it follows that for (t, 7) E Vs 
1 G(t, 0, 5, v)l < const a-1/2-r, for any f > 0. 
Therefore, the integral on the right tends to zero uniformly in t. 
It follows that the limit is continuous in t. 
To prove this statement for g2(t, x, y) we make use of the estimate (8) 
for A,[GJ This completes the proof of (ii). 
Proof of (i). We now fix the point t on the x-axis. Set D' = 0; u 0; 
where 77 < q’ in 0; and 7 > 7’ in 0; . We assume, as well, that y > 2q’. Set 
gl(4 xp Y) = jj + j 1 ch) G(t, 0, E, ?) G(S, ?, X9 Y) d5 dv. 
D; ’ Da 
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In 0; define as before the sequence of functions vs(t, x, y). Since (5,~) E 0; 
and (x, Y) E Di , these functions are Holder continuously differentiable in 
x and y with any exponent less than one. In fact, it follows from (6) that 
they converge in V+a(D;). Therefore, the first integral in this expression 
is Holder continuously differentiable in x and y with any Holder exponent. 
For ([, 7) E DH the function G(t, 0, f, 7) is a regular function. Hence 
the second integral behaves exactly like a logarithmic potential. From the 
results of classical potential theory, we know that this integral is Holder 
continuously differentiable in x and y with any Holder exponent less than 
one. The same procedure proves (i) for the function g2(tr x, y) where, as 
before, we use the estimate (8) instead of (6) This completes the proof of(i). 
Finally, we may express the desired solution D(X, y) of (10) as: 
4~ Y) = j; g (5, OME, x, y) - W, 0, x, y)) d5 
+ ,:I w(l)(4& xv Y) + 2 (5, yo , x, Y)) dt + 4x, y). (14) 
More briefly, 
+, Y) = 4x, Y> + j-1 ; (6, 0) W, x, Y) dt + f: ~(8 Wit, x, Y) 6 (14’) 
From the preceding discussion, M, N, and w are Holder continuously 
differentiable functions in x and y with any exponent j3 < 1, provided 
0 < y < y0 . As functions of f, M and N are continuous. 
Returning to the original problem for the function u-(x, z) we have 
u-(x, -c) = k,w(x, y( -c)) 
where 0 < y(-c) < ya and k, = (y(-c)/K( -c))li4. Denoting the sum of 
the two integrals by T-p and setting f- = kcw(x, y( -c)) gives 
I- = T-q~+f-. 
Since a similar formula holds for u+ , this completes the proof of the 
lemma and of Theorem 1. 
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